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I grew up in west London in suburbia and I think I had a desperate desperate desire to
get a get away from that. And I think for me going to university was like being born
again, being poliQcised, living a life it wasn't circumscribed by values that didn't make a
lot of sense to me.
SUSSEX UNIVERSITY IN THE 1970s
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I went to Sussex which was in the sevenQes which was absolutely fantasQc. It was you
know liberal highly poliQcised the women's movement was you know absolutely at it's
strength, Rock Against Racism, Gay Rights and it was just sort of like leaping in to this
place where I sort of thought oh this is me, this is what I want who I want to be. I mean
I had a good Qme educaQonally but I think I was lucky you know I got a full grant, didn't
do much work, didn't have to, but it was about becoming somebody, you know, which
is so diﬀerent now. And that's what was so great then, that it was about personal
learning rather than what kind degree you got and I think it really really changed me. I
loved becoming poliQcal in a way that you know has never le] me. It's not a sort of
party poliQcal thing it's a broad sense of what it is to feel moQvated to help change
your own life, to help change other people's lives. And I think that that's where I
started thinking about community, poliQcs um how to engage with other people and
thinking about impact. I remember going up to London, you know stopping in NaQonal
Front marching in areas of London, and they were sort of exhilaraQng you know it was
actually thinking about people being able to prevent something or change something
and being on large demonstraQons was a feeling again of God you know together
you're stronger together you might be able to aﬀect change. And it was that feeling
that you could, something was going to happen, that if you did things things would
change. And that was really a belief and I think it was to some extent a reality then and
that's something that has just you know the older I've got and you know where I think
about where we are poliQcally, I don't have that belief anymore, but I did then. And so
the highlight was just feeling that we were always on the brink of something new
happening.
JOINING THE WOMEN’S MOVEMENT
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The women's movement was about, you know really personally exploring things and
seeing that you know the poliQcal is personal and the personal is poliQcal and I think I'd
always been, I'd always wanted to be a feminist you know I grew up with a great sense
of feeling wronged, a great sense of always having to shut up and I wanted to do the
opposite. I think I was quite angry. I think I was confused and so the women's
movement was actually I can talk, I can speak, there are other people saying exactly
what I think. Talking about things that I felt so there was a great sense of unity but
actually interesQngly and I thought about this recently. I think the women's movement
actually involved quite a lot of struggle, because you know being a woman didn't
immediately mean that you were bonded with all women. It was a Qme of thinking you
know all those facQons: class, race, sexuality all became issues and you had to kind of
work your way through that. And I think that that really begun to give me an
understanding that you need to think about how you are with people you need to think
about who you are. You can't just assume that we're all the same or that we think the
same thing. And I think all these realisaQons, all these beginning to get involved with
diﬀerent people diﬀerent movements set me up to when I le] university thinking that
that's what I wanted to do. I wanted to work with people, I didn't want to get into a
'straight' job, I wanted to be involved in acQvism. I wanted to engage personally and
poliQcally.
USING VIDEO AT A COMMUNITY ARTS WORKSHOP IN KEMPTOWN, BRIGHTON
When I ﬁrst le] University I got involved in a community arts workshop which er was
fantasQc and it had a darkroom, it had video equipment, it had a stage and I used to, I
got a job incredibly and when I think back it was arrogance, but I got a job working with
something called intermediate treatment which is where you worked with young
people who had to come on a Wednesday night or a Monday a]ernoon and do an arts
project as a alternaQve to going to the young oﬀenders insQtute. But I did video with
them, and made videos with them and I think was really inQmidaQng at the beginning I
was thinking oh God. But they were so amazing and there was something about doing
using video with young people who had had a very diﬀerent life to me, who needed to
express stuﬀ just as I had had an easier route at university needing to express stuﬀ and
had had that good fortune, this project, you know what they would talk about, how
they would use it to role play, to express emoQons that were very very diﬃcult to be
totally creaQve. I think they surprised themselves at how much they enjoyed it. Also I
did photography with them you know go out take pictures, develop pictures with them
so it was a lovely, lovely ﬁrst job and that really really gave me the impetus to think
about you know this this is what I want to do.
THE BENEFITS OF VIDEO PLAYBACK
When I le] university everywhere I went hand video equipment and I just loved it and I
loved that whole thing about the instant ability for people to recognise something, do
something and play it back. And I think it you know lends itself not only to expression in
the moment but I think that thing of playing back is also invaluable because you know a
lot of people, you know you don't get a chance to think about what you achieve in life
very o]en. And I think that you know all the sort of diﬀerent communiQes that I
worked using video, the essence of what was so wonderful about using video was that
people could immediately at the end of an evening or, they could look at what they've
done. And I think that's incredibly moQvaQng.
WHOSE DISABILITY, 1982
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The project came about in terms of wanQng to see how you could work with people
who didn't usually have the opportunity to express themselves and to use video to see
whether they could engage with something that gave them a voice. Tony Steiger had
le] university with me and he got a job working in social services as a team clerk. So an
admin post, he knew that social services had video equipment and so he asked to
borrow it and to iniQate this project working in a day centre for people had diﬀerent
levels of learning disability and even physical disability as well. And they gave him the
equipment and we used to go down I think it was once a week on an a]ernoon which
was kind of like a workshop exploring the use of sort of games, role play, sort of drama
therapy really, with this very mixed ability group and then talk about it a]erwards what
had happened and also talk with staﬀ and get them to see whether it changed people's
behaviours you know within the day centre or you know people beneﬁQng from it or it
wasn't beneﬁQng people. And so the sessions would try and build on that.
It was that feeling of wanQng to explore something and wanQng to empower. Actually
you know bringing something that was creaQve, giving people a means to express
themselves and I think in in a day centre with the best will in the world you know a lot
of people don't get a chance to express themselves, you know you're sat there, you're
always in a group and you don't challenge either yourself or other people. And I think
that or your behaviour is seen as challenging if you don't ﬁt into the sort of polite norm
the members of the group loved it because and it was incredible I mean has such
senses of humor. They have such a sense of self which you know when you ﬁrst go in
you see a group of people who seem to be siing quite passively or looking like they're
not fully engaging. You know they, once they were using the camera or they were in
front of the camera, you know, it all started happening and as I say there was this one
woman I think she called Dawn who, she could speak but she wouldn't speak, and she
saw herself on the camera and went ‘it's me!’ And I think it's actually in the ﬁlm but I
mean it was it was that kind of feeling of like oh my God you know it prompted
something quite profound and then just people talking about who they were, what
they liked, it was it was a absolutely lovely, lovely um job to have.
I think because it was so successful there was such an uptake in this day centre and by
the people that wanted to come to the group that you know that the Qtle Whose
Disability did become something that we genuinely did believe. You know it's like well
whose any beler, who's 'more able' in this group than anybody else actually. You know
we parQcipated in the group, um someQmes you know members of the day centre
ﬁlmed, someQmes we just le] the camera on a tripod and all parQcipated, someQmes
we would ﬁlm. So it was, it was a kind of great experiment that we were part of. We
had in fact had a monitor um and so people could see at all Qmes what was happening,
and again I think that was something about again trying to be democraQc.
O]en you're making ﬁlm ‘about’ people and I think you know that's something that I
felt really strongly about even then that I never wanted to do that. I was much more
interested in making ﬁlms with people or using what people wanted to oﬀer rather
than say 'what I want to do is for you to do this..'. So I think having the ability of people
being able to see themselves on a monitor meant that at all Qmes they could take
pleasure in seeing themselves as being part of something, not us having great pleasure
showing how successful or good what we were doing was separately to the people that
were giving us their Qme and you know their um interest.
THE LEGACY OF WHOSE DISABILITY
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I then went on and worked with two organisaQons. One was AcQon Space London
Events one was Shape Arts and both those organisaQons, at the core of them was
about using arts acQviQes to engage and to poliQcise the work of working with people
who had you know disabiliQes or you know were vulnerable. All of whom, to a certain
extent, were then necessarily excluded from the mainstream. And so I think it was you
know Whose Disability was like a sort of beginning, I'm not saying it was the beginning
of... but for us it was the beginning of that step to wanQng to do more of the same. It
was about challenging people's assumpQons of course about what is disability. Just
because if you have a physical you know er issue doesn't mean to say you know you're
any lesser of a person. And I think sort of geing people to express themselves was a
chance to show actually the incredible passions and preoccupaQons of people that
haven't been listened to. You know it could be I'm sure seen as sort of patronising
and... but at the Qme it was a very genuine thing about let's try and talk about what
we're doing as we're doing it and you know we were very young, we were very
inexperienced you know we weren't trained therapists or social workers, we were um
ﬂedgling community arQsts.
ACTION SPACE LONDON EVENTS
I decided I was going to leave Brighton and move to London and so I got a job it was
called AcQon Space London Events and I think it had been something that had been
going since the '70s, I think it started in the early 70s. And it was an organisaQon that
was doing exactly what I was interested in, which was about using arts or noQons of
you know working in the arts with people in local communiQes or in sort of community
projects to not only sort of organise and sort of poliQcise people but to personally
explore whether you could make the noQon of art something that was relevant in
broader the broader community.
People always say don't they 'Oh I've book in me' or you know 'I could paint that' and I
think community arts was about go on then, here you are, here's a space or here's
equipment. An absolutely uncynical view of that you know what you got may not have
been masterpieces for want of a beler word or you may not have been polished
projects but actually they are born of exactly the same thing: people invesQng, people
displaying themselves in something that they've created, something they've produced.
So AcQon Space was something I thought God when I heard about it I though brilliant
and you know how lucky to have got the job. And um most of the work I did at AcQon
Space was with children so it would be kids who had learning diﬃculQes, had physical
disabiliQes and it was very much usually you know game orientated because of the age
group, doing dramas but most of it was, it was kind of anarchic actually, you know. But
again it was for a lot of kids that was brilliant actually to have a camera rolling and you
know a lot of playing up to it and playing with it and integraQng it in to events.
There's always an assumpQon isn't there, it's like oh you know, young people are awful
and oh bring out a camera everyone plays up to it. But actually you know with
community arts people didn't really play up to the camera. They might have done
iniQally but it was usually out of embarrassment but actually once you established a
rapport there's something about that video camera because people can see themselves
that actually they don't play up, they talk to it, hey you know work with it. And that's
quite incredible when you think about it, because it does then you know when you're
working with people it's like having an absolute assel you know something else that
you have that you can look at, use and you can give people a product: this is what you
did, this is what you said, isn't that amazing.
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Shape worked with again this noQon of working in schools, prisons, day centres.
Working with people who were excluded, people who you know wouldn't tradiQonally
have arts acQviQes oﬀered to them. But once I started working for shape I think really
the whole noQon, community arts changed slightly. The use of the video became more
therapeuQc, it became something that became integrated into the process of working
with people, rather than using the camera to create a product. So they would always
have something that they could refer to but by that stage I'd stopped making ﬁlms, you
know that I would have any aspiraQon to use or um. And I think that that took me then
in another direcQon really of sort of seeing this as an extension of communicaQon
rather than um yeah. Community Arts was quite focused on having a product, which
then you know your archive has got lots of fantasQc examples of really great
community arts, and then there must be so many other tapes and um you know just
lying around that nobody ever thought to do anything with.
DEAF TERRORISTS Vs THE HEARING WORLD, 1984
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One of the projects I was asked to do at Shape was to work with a group of profoundly
deaf people to help them realise a drama that they wanted to make. It was quite a
mixed age group actually of people who were profoundly deaf most of whom had been
deaf from birth and they were very poliQcised around signing. I used video to record
the process of creaQng this drama and at the end of the three months that I was
contracted to work with them there was a performance of, I think play was called 'Deaf
Terrorists' and it was about them kinda storming the barricades about you know that
sign language was a language in its own right it's not only speech that is valuable. I had
somebody who worked with me because I was the only person who wasn't deaf, which
was interesQng. That was interesQng in itself actually, quite a learning. So I had to work
very hard to work out how I was relaQng and so I had somebody who signed and I really
quickly made, felt that I just wanted to be a facilitator because I could use the
equipment and I could help organise this huge ambiQon to make a play, a performance
around, it was kinda, it was sort of anarchy it was, you know deaf people subverQng the
hearing world and being sort of clear about the fact that they were sick and Qred of
being patronised and wanQng to be taken ser, and that signing was valid in its own
right. And so there was a lot of, you know scripQng involved a lot of organising this
group to come together to create and then perform this. But it was an interesQng thing
using video with a group like that and I think for them there was the saQsfacQon of
having video there as as aide memoir but actually you know compared to when I think
about Whose Disability or I think about other ﬁlms that I made. They were very under,
they were less overwhelmed and happy with what they saw. They would play it back,
they would look at what they'd done, but in a way for them it was a way of almost as I
say literally like notes. You know yes ok well that person came from here, well maybe
they should walk, you know it wasn't sort of a fascinaQon with this end product in the
same way that the video had been before you know people sort of, it was such integral
part and pride of seeing what they'd achieved whereas for this group it was much more
you know the video was recording them but it was a more passive experience I think,
they were just busy working themselves and I think that this was quite an alien concept
to them.
WORKING AS AN IN-HOUSE PRODUCER/DIRECTOR AT THE BBC
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Community Arts dwindled as a movement and you know video got superseded. But I
found myself in the '90s geing a job at the BBC and for a long Qme working my way up
to becoming a producer/director there and making programmes about things, and
about people. And that desire from community arts of working with people geing
them to make stuﬀ was very diﬃcult to do in the BBC. 2004 I had the opportunity to
work on a series called 'My Life as a Child' which was a groundbreaking series, which
was giving small digital cameras, literally you know the size of a child's hand, to children
between the ages of seven to 11 for them to record their lives. And when I got you
know the opportunity to make this series it was like you know going back in Qme, it was
like oh my God this is what I love doing, this is what I've missed. I don't want to make
programmes about people, I want people to make programmes for themselves and
then to be involved in helping people edit it and but it was like, for me it was so
personally and professionally fantasQc working on this series and in the ﬁrst series I
made eight programmes and we gave you know these young kids had cameras for up to
a year and they as I say it was just unedited. The parents weren't allowed to tell them
when to turn it on and turn it oﬀ. They weren't allowed to look at the footage. So we
had this just, we had life, we had these children's lives and from it you know we made
these programmes that had no agenda and sort of found themes within what these
children had generated to shape into programmes which were transmiled on BBC Two.
I made another series of 'My Life as a Child' for BBC One where sort of the edges were
shaved oﬀ a bit and it had to be more accessible. But it was sQll the same principle with
it was people, children ﬁlming their lives, and um you know don't really get that in
television. You know there was video diaries back in the '90s and in a way this was sort
of such a direct legacy from that, but it's what inspires me you know it's helping people
tell their story and I do think that's really what I've always wanted to.
MOVING AWAY FROM TELEVISION
When I joined the BBC I absolutely loved it and I joined at the right Qme and I joined at
a Qme when there were fantasQc documentaries, because I was documentary maker. I
joined when there were documentary strands there was Modern Times, there was
ReputaQons, there was Inside Story and they were hour long documentaries. I started
oﬀ on ﬁlm um and you had crews and you had proper edit periods to edit programmes,
you had execuQve producers who were there to help you not hinder you. And by the
Qme I was coming to the end of my Qme at the BBC I felt I was being micromanaged
which actually equals you're not trusted. It's all about, it was all about chasing raQngs.
You know if you were making a ﬁlm for a certain slot you had to be aiming at six million
or three million. Things had to be funny because they had to be entertaining. I mean I
do remember making a documentary for BBC One about obsessive compulsive disorder
and my exec came in to the cuing room and said 'it's not very funny, is it?' And it was
like um no it's about obsessive compulsive disorder that's not very funny. 'You need to
make it funnier and we need 3 million viewers at nine o'clock.' So the music had to
become you know the voiceover had to be put on and I just thought actually I can't
really do this and then I got asked to work on things that were, which is what we think
of documentaries now, as you know format shows so factual entertainment and you
know within three minutes somebodies got to have slipped on a banana skin and by
seven minutes something's got to happen and there's got to be compeQQon element.
And you know I mean talk about one's original aspiraQons for people to talk for
themselves to show themselves in the way that they want. It is so manipulated
television now.
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And eventually I sort of moved slightly away from ﬁlm and applied for funding to the
Wellcome to get money to make an archive an oral history archive of people talking
about the experience of a very speciﬁc experience about sQllbirth and I don't really
think it malers what what people are talking about. I think for me again what was
interesQng about the project was interviewing people but interviewing people within
an oral history tradiQon so people answer the quesQon in the way that they want to, in
a way they ask the quesQons of themselves and they will talk about what they want to.
Whereas for it all my sort of 12 years working at the BBC I was asking people you know
I had complete control of an interview. Tell me about this, tell me about that, and going
back to making this archive for the Wellcome again it was just this feeling of kind of this
is where I started, this is about people talking about themselves, for themselves. I can
cra] it the same way that we could as community arQsts, we always somewhere
intervened. They maybe people never realised that we did, but you did. And so I sQll
like that kind of either that editorial knowledge that I have and wisdom that I feel I've
gained, but you know leing people speak for themselves, leing people show
themselves on ﬁlm the way that they want to um you know is just has been a lifelong
passion for me really. So the SQllbirth Stories project for the Wellcome you know exists
now in perpetuity and it's people talking for an hour and 48 minutes about an
experience, it's not edited, it's there for people to listen in whatever way they want and
for people to express themselves in a way that they want to.
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